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Abstract

Most existing decision tree inducers are very fast due
to their greedy approach. In many real-life applications,
however, we are willing to allocate more time to get bet-
ter decision trees. Our recently introduced LSID3 con-
tract anytime algorithm allows computation speed to be
traded for better tree quality. As a contract algorithm,
LSID3 must be allocated its resources a priori, which
is not always possible. In this work, we present IIDT,
a general framework for interruptible induction of deci-
sion trees that need not be allocated resources a priori.
The core of our proposed framework is an iterative im-
provement algorithm that repeatedly selects a subtree
whose reconstruction is expected to yield the highest
marginal utility. The algorithm then rebuilds the sub-
tree with a higher allocation of resources. IIDT can also
be configured to receive training examples as they be-
come available, and is thus appropriate for incremental
learning tasks. Empirical evaluation with several hard
concepts shows that IIDT exhibits good anytime behav-
ior and significantly outperforms greedy inducers when
more time is available. A comparison of IIDT to several
modern decision tree learners showed it to be superior.

Introduction
Despite the recent progress in developing advanced induc-
tion algorithms, such as SVM (Vapnik 1995),decision trees
are still considered attractive for many real-life applications.
This is due in large part to their interpretability (Hastie, Tib-
shirani, & Friedman 2001). Craven (1996) listed several
reasons why the comprehensibility of a classifier is so im-
portant. For one thing, comprehensibility makes it possible
for humans to validate the induced model and to generate
human-readable explanations for the classifier predictions.
When classification cost is high, decision trees may be at-
tractive in that they ask only for the values of the features
along a single path from the root to a leaf. In terms of accu-
racy, decision trees were shown to be competitive with other
classifiers for several learning tasks.

Smaller consistent decision trees are likely to have bet-
ter predictive power than their larger counterparts. This is
in accordance with Occam’s Razor (Blumeret al. 1987;
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Domingos 1999). The problem of finding the smallest con-
sistent tree, however, is known to be NP-complete (Hyafil &
Rivest 1976; Murphy & McCraw 1991). That is why most
existing decision tree induction algorithms take a greedy ap-
proach and use local heuristics for choosing the best splitting
attribute. The greedy approach indeed performs quite well
for many learning problems and is able to generate decision
trees very fast. In some cases, however, when the concept
to learn is hard and the user is willing to allocate more time,
the existing greedy algorithms are not able to exploit the ad-
ditional resources to generate a better decision tree.1

Recently, we have introduced the LSID3 algorithm that
can induce better decision trees given larger allocation of
time (Esmeir & Markovitch 2004). The algorithm evaluates
a candidate splitting attribute by estimating the size of the
smallest consistent tree under it. The estimation is based on
sampling the space of consistent trees, where the size of the
sample is determined in advance according to the allocated
time. LSID3 requires advanced knowledge of the allocated
time and does not guarantee any solution if the contract is
not honored. Such algorithms are calledcontract anytime
algorithm (Russell & Zilberstein 1996).

In many real-life applications, however, the time allocated
for the learning phase is not known a priori. In this work we
present IIDT2, a general framework forinterruptible induc-
tion of decision trees, which does not require that time be
allocated in advance and can therefore be interrupted when-
ever necessary. At the center of our proposed framework is
an iterative improvement algorithm that repeatedly selects a
subtree whose reconstruction is expected to yield the high-
est marginal utility. The algorithm then rebuilds this subtree
with a higher resource allocation. The algorithm can be con-
figured to prune the tree in order to avoid overfitting. It can
also be easily modified to handle incremental learning tasks.

LSID3: a Contract TDIDT Algorithm
In this section we give a brief overview of the LSID3 al-
gorithm, which we use as a component of the interruptible
framework that will be presented in the next section.

1There are applications where the allocated time is not sufficient
for building a tree even by a greedy algorithm. In this work we do
not deal with such problems.

2Interruptible Induction of Decision Trees



ProcedureLSID3-CHOOSE-ATTRIBUTE(E, A, r)
If r = 0 Return ID3-CHOOSE-ATTRIBUTE(E, A)
Foreacha ∈ A

Foreachvi ∈ domain(a)*
Ei ← {e ∈ E | a(e) = vi}
mini ←∞
Repeatr times

T ← SID3(Ei, A− {a})
mini ← min (mini, SIZE(T ))

totala ←
∑|domain(a)|

i=1 mini

Return a for which totala is minimal

* Whena is numeric the loop is over all possible splitting
tests anda is not filtered out when calling SID3.

Figure 1: Attribute selection in LSID3

LSID3 adopts the general top-down induction of decision
trees (TDIDT) scheme, and invests more resources for mak-
ing better split decisions. For every possible candidate split,
LSID3 attempts to estimate the size of the resulting sub-
tree were the split to take place, and favors the one with the
smallest expected size. The estimation is based on a biased
sample of the space of trees rooted at the evaluated attribute.
The sample is obtained using a stochastic version of ID3,
called SID3. In SID3, the splitting attribute is chosen semi-
randomly with a probability proportional to its information
gain. LSID3 is a contract algorithm parameterized byr, the
sample size. Whenr is larger, we expect the resulting esti-
mation to be more accurate and LSID3 to improve. Figure 1
lists the attribute selection components in LSID3.

The runtime of LSID3 grows linearly withr. Let m be
the number of examples andn = |A| be the number of at-
tributes. Shavlik, Mooney, & Towell (1991) reported for ID3
an empirically based average-case complexity ofO(mn). It
is easy to see that the complexity of SID3 is similar to that
of ID3. LSID3(r) invokes SID3r times for each candidate
split, and thus the runtime of LSID3(r) can be written as

n∑

i=1

r · i ·O(mi) =
n∑

i=1

O(rmi2) = O(rmn3). (1)

As a contract algorithm, LSID3 assumes that the contract
parameter is known in advance. In many real-life cases,
however, either the contract time is unknown or mapping the
available resources tor is difficult. To handle such cases, we
need to come up with an interruptible anytime algorithm.

Interruptible Induction of Decision Trees
By definition, every interruptible algorithm can serve as a
contract algorithm. Russell & Zilberstein (1996) showed
that any contract algorithmA can be converted into an in-
terruptible algorithmB with a constant penalty.B is con-
structed by runningA repeatedly with exponentially in-
creasing time limits. This general approach can be used to
convert LSID3 into an interruptible algorithm. LSID3 gets
its contract time in terms ofr, the sample size. Whenr = 0,

Procedure IIDT (E, A)
T ← GREEDY-BUILD -TREE(E, A)
While not-interrupted

y ← CHOOSE-NODE(T,E, A)
t ← subtree ofT rooted atnode
r ← NEXT-R(node)
t′ ← REBUILD-TREE(EX(y), ATT(y), r)
If BETTER(t′, t) replacet with t′

Return T

ProcedureEX(node)
Return {e ∈ E | e reachesnode}

ProcedureATT(node)
Return {a ∈ A | a /∈ ancestor ofnode}∪

{a ∈ A | a is numeric}

Figure 2: The IIDT framework

LSID3 is defined to be identical to ID3. Therefore, we first
call LSID3 withr = 0 and then continue with exponentially
increasing values ofr, starting fromr = 1.

One problem with the sequencing approach is the expo-
nential growth of the gaps between the times at which an im-
proved result can be obtained. The reason for this problem
is the generality of the sequencing approach, which views
the contract algorithm as a black box. Thus, in the case of
LSID3, at each iteration the entire decision tree is rebuilt. In
addition, the minimal value that can be used forτ is the run-
time of LSID3(r = 1). In many cases we would like to stop
the algorithm earlier. When we do, the sequencing approach
will return the initial greedy tree.

Our interruptible anytime framework, called IIDT, over-
comes these problems by iteratively improving the tree
rather than trying to rebuild it. We start by describing the
IIDT framework and its components. Then, we show how
IIDT can be configured to prune the resulting trees and how
it can be modified to handle incremental learning tasks.

The IIDT Algorithm
Iterative improvement approaches, which start with an initial
solution and repeatedly modify it, have been successfully
applied to many AI domains. The key idea behind these
techniques is to choose an element of the current suboptimal
solution and improve it by local repairs. IIDT adopts the
above approach for decision tree learning and iteratively re-
pairs subtrees. It can serve as an interruptible anytime algo-
rithm because, when interrupted, it can immediately return
the currently best solution available.

As in LSID3, IIDT exploits additional resources in an at-
tempt to produce better decision trees. The principal differ-
ence between the algorithms is that LSID3 uses the available
resources to induce a decision tree top-down, where each
decision made at a node is final and does not change. IIDT,
however, is not allocated resources in advance and uses extra
time resources to repeatedly modify split decisions.

IIDT first performs a quick construction of an initial de-
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Figure 3: Improving a decision tree by IIDT

ProcedureCHOOSE-NODE(T, E,A)
Foreachnode ∈ T

rnode ← NEXT-R(node)
costnode ← EXPECTED-COST(T, node)
max-cost← EXPECTED-COST(T, root)
If (costnode/max-cost) > g

Tnode ← SUBTREE(node)
∆q ← EXPECTED-BENEFIT(Tnode)
unode ← ∆q/costnode

best ← node that maximizesunode

Return 〈best, rbest〉

Figure 4: Choosing a subtree for reconstruction

cision tree by calling ID3. Then it iteratively attempts to
improve the current tree by choosing a node and rebuilding
its subtree with more resources than those used previously.
If the newly induced subtree is better, the existing subtree is
replaced. IIDT is formalized in Figure 2. Figure 3 illustrates
how IIDT works. The target concept isa1 ⊕ a2, with two
additional irrelevant attributes,a3 anda4. The leftmost tree
was constructed using ID3. In the first iteration, the sub-
tree rooted at the bolded node is selected for improvement
and replaced by a smaller tree (surrounded by a dashed line).
Next, the root is selected for improvement and the entire tree
is replaced by a tree that perfectly describes the concept.

As a general framework, IIDT can use different ap-
proaches for choosing which node to improve, for allocating
resources, for rebuilding a subtree, and for deciding whether
an alternative subtree is better.

Once the subtree to rebuild is chosen and the resource al-
location is determined, the problem becomes a task for a
contract algorithm. A good candidate for such an algorithm
is LSID3, which is expected to produce better subtrees when
invoked with a higher resource allocation. LSID3 receives
its resource allocation in terms ofr, the sample size. Given
a tree nodey, we can view the task of rebuilding the sub-
tree belowy as an independent task. Every timey is se-
lected, we have to allocate resources for the repair process.
Following Russell & Zilberstein (1996), the optimal strat-
egy is to double the amount of resources at each iteration.
Thus, if the resources allocated for the last attempted im-
provement ofy wereLAST-R(y), the next allocation will be
NEXT-R(y) = 2 · LAST-R(y). Note that when a nodey is
chosen for the first timeLAST-R(y) = 0. In this case the
next allocation will beNEXT-R(y) = 1.

Intuitively, the next node we would like to improve is the
one with the highest expected marginal utility (Hovitz 1990;

Russell & Wefald 1989), i.e., the one with the highest ratio
between the expected benefit and the expected cost. Predict-
ing the expected benefit and expected cost of rebuilding a
subtree is a difficult problem. In what follows we show how
to approximate these values, and how to incorporate these
approximations into the node selection procedure.

Expected Cost:The expected cost can be approximated
using the average time complexity of the contract algorithm
used to rebuild subtrees. Following Equation 1, we estimate
the expected runtime of LSID3(r) for rebuilding the subtree
below a nodey by NEXT-R(y) ·m ·n3, wherem is the num-
ber of examples that reachy andn is the number of attributes
to consider. We observe that subtrees rooted in deeper lev-
els are expected to be less costly because they have fewer
examples and attributes to consider. Thus, their expected
runtime is shorter. Further, because each time allocation for
a node doubles the previous one, nodes that have already
been selected many times for improvement will have higher
associated costs and are less likely to be chosen again.

Granularity: Considering the cost approximation de-
scribed above, the selection procedure may repeatedly at-
tempt to improve subtrees rooted at deep nodes due to their
low associated costs. This behavior would indeed be ben-
eficial in the short term, but can be harmful in the long
term. This is because when the algorithm later improves
subtrees in upper levels, the resources spent on deeper nodes
are wasted. Had the algorithm first selected the upper level
trees, this waste would have been avoided, but the time gaps
between potential improvements would have increased. To
control the tradeoff between efficient resource use and any-
time performance flexibility, we add agranularity parame-
ter 0 ≤ g ≤ 1. This parameter serves as a threshold for
the time allocation for an improvement phase. A node can
be selected for improvement only if its normalized expected
cost is aboveg. To compute the normalized expected cost,
we divide the expected cost by the expected cost of the root.

Expected benefit:Following Occam’s Razor, the size of
a subtree can serve as a measure for its quality. It is diffi-
cult, however, to know the size of the reconstructed subtree
without actually building it. Therefore, we use instead an
upper limit on the possible reduction in size. The minimal
size possible for a decision tree is obtained when all exam-
ples are labelled with the same class. Such cases are easily
recognized by the greedy ID3. Similarly, if a subtree were
replaceable by another subtree of depth 1, ID3 (and LSID3)
would have chosen the smaller subtree. Thus, the maximal
size reduction of an existing subtree is to a depth of 2. As-
suming that the maximal number of values per attribute isb,
the maximal size of such a tree (measured by the number of
leaves) isb2. Hence, an upper bound on the benefit from re-
constructing an existing treet is SIZE(t)−b2. If the expected
costs are ignored and only the expected benefits considered,
the highest score would always be given to the root node.
This makes sense: assuming that we have infinite resources,
we would attempt to improve the entire tree rather than parts
of it. Note that there may be nodes whose cost is higher than
the cost of the root node, since the expected cost doubles
the cost of the last improvement of the node. Therefore, the
normalized expected cost can be higher than 1. Such nodes,



ProcedureTS-GREEDY-BUILD -TREE(E, A)
Return ID3(E, A)

ProcedureTS-REBUILD-TREE(E, A, r)
Return LSID3(E, A, r)

ProcedureTS-EXPECTED-COST(T, node)
Return NEXT-R(node) · |EX(node)| · |ATT(node)|3

ProcedureTS-EXPECTED-BENEFIT(T )
l-bound ← (mina∈Anode

|DOMAIN(a)|)2
Return TREE-SIZE(T )− l-bound

ProcedureTS-BETTER(T1, T2)
Return TREE-SIZE(T1) < TREE-SIZE(T2)

Figure 5: IIDT-TS

however, will never be selected for improvement, because
their expected benefit is necessarily lower than the expected
benefit of the root node. Hence, wheng = 1, IIDT is forced
to choose the root node and its behavior becomes identical
to that of the sequencing method.

Evaluating a subtree:Although LSID3 is expected to
produce better trees when allocated more resources, an im-
proved result is not guaranteed. Thus, to avoid obtaining a
tree of lower quality, IIDT replaces an existing subtree with
a newly induced alternative only if the latter is expected to
improve the quality of the complete tree. As in the expected
benefit approximation, we measure the usefulness of a tree
by its size. Only if the reconstructed subtree is smaller does
it replace an existing subtree. This guarantees that the size
of the complete decision tree will decrease monotonically.

Figure 4 formalizes the node selection component in
IIDT. We refer to the above-described instantiation of IIDT
that uses the tree size as a quality metric byIIDT-TS. Figure
5 formalizes IIDT-TS.

Pruning the IIDT Trees
Pruning tackles the problem of how to avoid overfitting the
data, mainly in the presence of classification noise. Prun-
ing, however, is not able to overcome wrong decisions made
when learning hard concepts. Therefore, our anytime ap-
proach and pruning address different problems: whereas
pruning attempts to simplify the induced trees to avoid over-
fitting, IIDT attempts to exploit additional time for better
learning of hard concepts. We view pruning as orthogonal
to lookahead and suggest considering it to avoid overfitting.

Pruning can be applied to the trees produced by IIDT in
two different ways. The first is to post-prune a tree when it is
returned to the user. In this case IIDT maintains consistent
trees and only when interrupted, it applies a post-pruning
phase. When resumed, IIDT continues to improve the un-
pruned tree. This solution requires the user take to into ac-
count the delay imposed by pruning. In the anytime setup,
where much time is invested for growing the tree, this delay
is usually negligible with respect to the growing time.

ProcedureEE-GREEDY-BUILD -TREE(E, A)
Return C4.5(E, A)

ProcedureEE-REBUILD-TREE(E,A, r)
Return LSID3-P(E, A, r)

ProcedureEE-EXPECTED-COST(T, node)
Return NEXT-R(node) · |EX(node)| · |ATT(node)|3

ProcedureEE-EXPECTED-BENEFIT(T )
l-bound ← 0
Foreachc ∈ C

Ec ← {e|e ∈ ET , CLASS(e) = c}
l-bound ← l-bound + EXPECTED-ERROR(Ec)

Return EXPECTED-ERROR(ET )− l-bound

ProcedureEE-BETTER(T1, T2)
Return

∑
l∈T1

EXPECTED-ERROR(El) <∑
l∈T2

EXPECTED-ERROR(El)

Figure 6: IIDT-EE

The second alternative we propose maintains (possibly)
inconsistent trees by building a pruned initial tree (using
C4.5 (Quinlan 1993)), and by post-pruning each of the re-
placement trees (using LSID3-p). In this case the tree can
be returned immediately, without any post-pruning delay.

Using the size of a tree as a measure for its quality is not
applicable to inconsistent trees: one can easily create a tree
of size 1 when consistency is not forced. One possible so-
lution is to evaluate the quality of a subtree by itsexpected
error. The expected error of a tree is measured by sum-
ming up the expected errors of its leaves, exactly as in C4.5’s
error-based pruning. We denote this instantiation of IIDT by
IIDT-EE. In IIDT-EE, the expected benefit of rebuilding a
subtree is measured by the maximal possible reduction in
the expected error. A trivial lower bound for the expected
error is the error if all examples were immediately split into
subsets according to their label. Figure 6 lists IIDT-EE.

Incremental IIDT
As an anytime algorithm, IIDT continuously invests re-
sources in attempt to improve the induced tree. It is not
designed, however, to exploit additional data that becomes
available with time. One way to handle examples that are
presented incrementally is to rerun the inducer when a new
example arrives. The restart approach is very reasonable
for greedy learners, where the time “wasted” by starting the
induction process from scratch is minimal. This straight-
forward conversion, however, is much more problematic in
the case of anytime learners: it is not reasonable to discard
the current hypothesis, which was produced using signifi-
cant resources, just because a new example arrives. Greedy
restructurings, as suggested in ID5R (Utgoff 1989) and its
successive ITI (Utgoff, Berkman, & Clouse 1997), allow to
quickly obtain the same greedy tree as in the batch setup.
Applying such corrections to IIDT, however, will nullify its



· · ·
Enew ← GET-NEW-EXAMPLES()
Foreache ∈ Enew

ADD-EXAMPLE(T, E,A, e)
E ← E ∪ {e}

Return T

Figure 7: I-IIDT (only the lines added to IIDT are listed)

ProcedureTS-ADD-EXAMPLE(T, E, A, e)
l ← LEAF-OF(e)
Tl ← ID3(T, EX(l), ATT(l))
replacel with Tl

∆size ← TREE-SIZE(Tl)− 1
Foreachp ancestor ofTl

TREE-SIZE(p) ← TREE-SIZE(p) + ∆size

Figure 8: Incorporating a new example by I-IIDT-TS

efforts to make better split decisions. To overcome these
problems, we propose adapting IIDT to handle incremental
learning tasks.

We assume that a stream of examples is being received
and stored and that the learner can process the accumulated
examples at any time. The most natural point to do so is
upon the termination of each improvement iteration. In Fig-
ure 7 we generalize IIDT for incremental tasks. The incre-
mental version of IIDT, calledI-IIDT , is identical to the non-
incremental IIDT listed in Figure 2 with one exception: at
the end of each iteration, the algorithm takes the new ex-
amples and use them to update the tree. We propose two
methods for tree update—one for each instantiation of IIDT.

Our first method for tree update is intended for IIDT-TS.
Recall that IIDT retains for each nodey the set of examples
belongs to it,Ey. Given a new examplee, and the current
treeT , we search for the leafl thate belongs to. If the label
of l differs from that ofe, we replacel by a consistent tree,
built from El ∪ {e}. This tree can be quickly obtained by
invoking ID3. Such an update, that replaces a leafl with
a subtree, increases the size of the subtrees under all the
nodes along the path from the root tol. Consequently, the
expected benefit from rebuilding these subtrees increases.
On the other hand, the expected cost, which depends on the
number of examples, will increase as well. The selection
mechanism of I-IIDT which prefers subtrees with high ex-
pected utility will take both changes into consideration. We
refer to this variant asI-IIDT-TS. Figure 8 lists I-IIDT-TS.

The second method is designed for IIDT-EE. With the
possibility to maintain inconsistent trees, adding a new ex-
ample to the existing tree becomes as simple as finding the
relevant leaf and updating the expected error of this leaf and
of its ancestors. Clearly, a new example that is consistent
with the current tree reduces the expected error, while an in-
consistent example increases it. This effect is the strongest
in the leaf and diminishes for shallower subtrees. We refer
to this variant asI-IIDT-EE. Figure 9 formalizes I-IIDT-EE.

ProcedureEE-ADD-EXAMPLE(T, E, A, e)
l ← LEAF-OF(e)
error ←EXPECTED-ERROR(EX(l))
El ← EX(l) ∪ {e}
error′ ←EXPECTED-ERROR(El)
∆error ← error − error′
Foreachp ancestor ofl

EXPECTED-ERROR(EX(p)) ←
EXPECTED-ERROR(EX(p)) + ∆error

Figure 9: Incorporating a new example by I-IIDT-EE

Experimental Evaluation
A variety of experiments were conducted to test the per-
formance and anytime behavior of IIDT. First we describe
a batch-mode comparison of IIDT and the fixed-time algo-
rithms ID3 and C4.5.3 Then we compare the batch IIDT to
several modern decision tree induction methods. Finally we
examine the performance of IIDT in the incremental setup.

Anytime Behavior of IIDT
In our first set of experiments, two versions of IIDT were
evaluated: IIDT-TS(1), parameterized with a granularity
factor 1 and thus behaves exactly as the sequencing method,
and IIDT-TS(0.1), where the granularity factor is set to 0.1.
Both versions do not prune the final tree.

The behavior of anytime learners on easy concepts is less
interesting because the greedy algorithms are able to pro-
duce good trees with few resources. Therefore, we present
here the results for more complex concepts that can benefit
from larger resource allocation: theGlassand theTic-Tac-
ToeUCI datasets (Blake & Merz 1998), the20-Multiplexer
dataset (Quinlan 1993), and the 10-XOR dataset, generated
with additional 10 irrelevant attributes.4 The performance of
the different algorithms is compared both in terms of gener-
alization accuracy and size of the induced trees, measured
by the number of leaves. Following the recommendations of
(Bouckaert 2003), 10 runs of 10-fold cross-validation exper-
iments were conducted for each dataset.

Figures 10 shows the anytime graphs for both tree size
and accuracy for the 4 datasets. Each graph represents an
average of 100 runs (for the10 × 10 cross validation). In
all cases both anytime versions indeed exploit the additional
resources and produce smaller and more accurate trees.5

Because our algorithm replaces a subtree only if the new
one is smaller, all size graphs decrease monotonically. The
most interesting anytime behavior is for the difficult10-XOR
problem. There, the tree size decreases from 4000 leaves
to almost the optimal size210, and the accuracy increases
from 50% (which is the accuracy achieved by C4.5) to al-

3C4.5 was run with its default parameters (with information
gain replacing the default gain ratio).

4The artificial datasets are publicly available at:
http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/∼esaher/publications/datasets.

5Note that in some cases C4.5 produces smaller, yet less accu-
rate trees because it allows inconsistency by pruning the tree.
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Figure 10: Anytime behavior on the Glass (leftmost), XOR10, Multiplexer20, and Tic-tac-toe (rightmost) datasets
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Figure 11: (left) Time steps for an arbitrary run on10-XOR
(right) Pruned IIDT trees on the noisyXOR-5problem.

most 100%. The shape of the graphs is typical of anytime
algorithms with diminishing returns.

The improvement in the accuracy of IIDT-TS (at the latest
point it was measured) over ID3 and C4.5 was found by t-
test (α = 0.05) to be significant for all datasets except of
theTic-tac-toe. The performance of IIDT-TS onTic-tac-toe
slightly degrades over time. We believe that this because it is
difficult to represent theTic-tac-toeconcept with the given
primitive features by a single tree. Indeed, Markovitch &
Rosenstein (2002) showed that when using slightly richer
features, ID3 could easily solve the problem.

The difference in performance for the two anytime algo-
rithms is interesting. IIDT-TS(0.1), with the lower granu-
larity parameter, indeed produces smoother anytime graphs
(with lower volatility) which allows better control and better
predictability of return. Moreover, in large portions of the
time axis, the IIDT-TS(0.1) graph dominates that of IIDT-
TS(1) due to its more sophisticated node selection. The
smoothness of the IIDT-TS(0.1) graph is somehow mislead-
ing since it represents an average of 100 runs with steps
at different time points. This is in contrast to the IIDT-
TS(1) graph, where the steps are roughly at the same time
points. Figure 11 (left) shows one anytime graph (out of the
100). We can see that although the IIDT-TS(0.1) graph is
less smooth than the average, it is still much smoother than
the corresponding IIDT-TS(1) graph.

To test the performance of the the pruned IIDT variants
we used theXOR-5problem with artificially added noise.
Figure 11 (right) shows the results for non-pruned IIDT-TS,
pruned IIDT-TS (denoted by IIDT-TS-p) and IIDT-EE. In
all casesg was set to 0.1. The best performance is that of
IIDT-EE.

Comparison with Modern Decision Tree Learners

Several decision tree learners have been introduced during
the last decade. Although these learners were not presented
and studied as anytime algorithms, some of them can be
viewed as such. In what follows we compare the perfor-
mance of IIDT-TS(0.1) on the hardXOR-5concept (with ad-
ditional 5 irrelevant attributes) to that of Skewing, GATree,
Bagging and ADTree. We first give a brief overview of the
studied methods and then compare their performance to that
of our anytime approach.

Page & Ray (2004) introducedSkewingas an alternative
to lookahead for addressing problematic concepts such as
parity functions. At each node, the algorithm skews the set
of examples and produces several versions of it, each with
different weights for the instances. The attribute that ex-
ceeds a pre-set gain threshold for the greatest number of
weightings is chosen to split on. Skewing was reported
to successfully learn hard concepts such as XOR-n mainly
when the dataset is large enough relative to the number of
attributes. Skewing can be viewed as a contract algorithm
parameterized byw, the number of weightings. To make
it interruptible, we apply the sequencing approach and run
it with exponentially increasing values ofw. In our exper-
iments, we also considerSequential Skewing, which skews
one variable at a time instead of all of them simultaneously.
This version is not parameterized. To convert it into an any-
time algorithm, we added a parameterk that controls the
number of Skewing iterations. Thus, instead of skewing
each variable once, we skew itk times.

Papagelis & Kalles (2001) presentedGATree, a learner
that uses genetic algorithms to evolve decision trees. The
initial population consists of randomly generated 1-level



depth decision trees, where the test and the class labels are
drawn randomly. The mutation step chooses a random node
of a desired tree and replaces the node’s test (or label) with
a new random one. The crossover step chooses two random
nodes, and swaps their subtrees. When tested on several UCI
datasets, GATree was reported to produce trees as accurate
as C4.5 but of significantly smaller size. GATree can be
viewed as an interruptible anytime algorithm that uses addi-
tional time to produce more and more generations. In our
experiments we use GATree with the same set of parameters
as reported by Papagelis & Kalles (2001), with one excep-
tion: we allowed a larger number of generations.

The third algorithm we tested isBagging(Breiman 1996).
Bagging forms a committee of trees by making bootstarp
replicates of the training set and using each one to learn a
decision tree. Bagging is an ensemble-based method, and as
such, it is naturally an interruptible anytime learner. Addi-
tional resources can be exploited to generate larger commit-
tees. In our experiments we consider Bagging methods that
use ID3 and C4.5 as base learners. Note that Bagging is not
a direct competitor to our method. We defined our goal as
inducing a single “good” decision tree while bagging gen-
erates a set of trees. Generating a set of trees rather than a
single good tree eliminates one of the greatest advantages of
decision trees—their comprehensibility.

ADTree(Freund & Mason 1999) attempts to address the
incomprehensibility of ensembles by combining Boosting
with a new representation for decision trees, called Alternat-
ing Trees. In our experiments we used the implementation
of ADTree in WEKA (Witten & Frank 2005).

Figures 12 plots the results for IIDT-TS, Skewing, and
Bagging. Since GATree and ADTree were run on differ-
ent environments, we report their results separately later
on. The graphs show that IIDT-TS clearly outperforms the
other methods both in terms of tree size and accuracy. It
reaches almost perfect accuracy (99%), while Bagging-ID3
and Skewing top at 55%.

The inferior performance of Bagging-ID3 is not surpris-
ing. The trees that form the committee were induced greed-
ily and hence could not discover these difficult concepts,
even when they were combined. Similar results were ob-
tained when running Bagging over C4.5.

The inferior results of the Skewing algorithms are more
difficult to interpret, since Skewing was shown to handle
difficult concepts well. One possible explanation for this
is the small number of examples with respect to the diffi-
culty of the problem. To verify that, we repeated the experi-
ment with simplerXORproblems such asXOR-2andXOR-
3. In these cases Skewing indeed did much better and out-
performed ID3, reaching 100% accuracy (similarly to IIDT-
TS). When we increased the size of the training set for the
XOR-5domain, Skewing also performed better, yet IIDT-TS
outperformed it by more than 9%.

The average accuracy of GATree, after 150 generations
(almost 3 seconds), was 49.5%. Thus, even when allocated
much more time than IIDT-TS, GATree could not compete
with it. We repeated the experiment, allowing GATree to
have a larger initial population. The accuracy on the testing
set, even after thousands of generations, remained very low.
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Figure 12: Performance of various algorithms onXOR-5
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Figure 13: Learning the XOR-10 problem incrementally

ADTree, also could not learn the concept and produced
classifiers of low accuracy (59%), even after 1000 Boosting
iterations (more than 4 seconds).

The above set of experiments was repeated on the much
more difficult XOR-10dataset. The advantage of IIDT-TS
was even more evident. While IIDT-TS was able to reach
accuracy of 99%, Bagging, Skewing, GATree, and ADTree
performed poorly as a random guesser, with 50% accuracy.

IIDT as Incremental Learner
The two instantiations of I-IIDT, namely I-IIDT-TS(0.1) and
I-IIDT-EE(0.1) are compared to ID3R, C4.5R, and the non-
incremental IIDT. The suffix “R” means that the algorithm is
restarted with the arrival of a new example. In the case of the
fixed time algorithms, ID3 and C4.5, we ignore the runtime
and assume that each tree is built within 0 seconds. Since
the majority of incremental methods proposed in the litera-
ture attempt to produce the same tree as ID3 or C4.5 would
have produced given all the examples, ID3R and C4.5R give
an upper bound on the performance of these incremental
methods. To simulate an incremental setup, we randomly
partition each training set into 25% initial set and 75% in-
cremental set. Note that unlike the other methods, the non-
incremental IIDT gets only the initial set of examples.

Figures 13 shows the results for theXOR-10datsets. Both
versions of I-IIDT exhibit good anytime behavior. They ex-
ploit the additional time and examples. Their advantage over
the greedy algorithms ID3 and C4.5, and over the batch any-
time algorithm is clear. These results demonstrate the need
for combining anytime and incremental learning: the any-
time incremental learner succeeds where the greedy incre-
mental inducers and the anytime batch learner fail. Compar-
ing the performance of I-IIDT-TS to that of I-IIDT-EE shows
that IIDT-TS is better for this non-noisy setup. When we re-
peated the same experiment with artificially added noise I-
IIDT-EE was superior, due to its ability to avoid overfitting.



Conclusions and Related Work
In this work we explored the problem of how to produce bet-
ter decision trees when more time resources are available.
Unlike the contract setup that was addressed in a previous
study, this work does not assume a priori knowledge of the
amount of the resources available and allows the user to in-
terrupt the learning phase at any moment.

The major contribution of this paper is the IIDT frame-
work, which can be adjusted to use any contract algorithm
for reproducing a decision tree and any measure for choos-
ing the subtree to rebuild. Moreover, IIDT can be configured
to receive new training examples and is therefore appropri-
ate for incremental learning tasks. The experimental study
shows that IIDT exhibits good anytime behavior, allowing
computation speed to be traded for a higher-quality induced
hypothesis.

While, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no
specific attempt to design an anytime interruptible algorithm
for decision tree induction, there are several related works,
aside from those mentioned in the previous section, that war-
rant discussion here. Utgoff, Berkman, & Clouse (1997)
presented DMTI, an induction algorithm that uses a direct
measure of tree quality instead of a greedy heuristic to eval-
uate the possible splits. Several possible tree measures were
examined and the MDL measure was shown to have the best
performance. DMTI can use a fixed amount of additional re-
sources and hence cannot serve as an interruptible anytime
algorithm. Furthermore, DMTI uses the greedy approach
to produce the lookahead trees which may be insufficient to
accurately estimate the usefulness of a split. Opitz (1995)
introduced an anytime approach for theory refinement. This
approach starts by generating a neural network from a set of
rules, and then attempts to improve the resulting hypothesis
using the training data. Lizotte, Madani, & Greiner (2003)
defined the related problem ofbudgeted learning, where a
cost is associated with obtaining each attribute value of a
training example, and the task is to determine what attributes
to test given a budget.

In the future we intend to improve the performance of
IIDT by using information from past improvement attempts.
In addition, we plan to apply monitoring techniques for op-
timal scheduling of IIDT and to examine other strategies for
choosing nodes and for improving subtrees.
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